Ancient and Living Maya in the 19th and 20th Centuries:
Archaeological Discovery, Literary Voice, and Political Struggle

OCTOBER 8, 2012 – JANUARY 27, 2013
WILSON SPECIAL COLLECTIONS LIBRARY
MELBA REMIG SALTARELLI EXHIBIT ROOM

The Stuart Collection and other holdings in the Rare Book Collection at UNC-Chapel Hill tell the story of European peoples’ discovery of Maya sites and Maya languages and literary traditions, alongside the dramatic political history of the region and the Maya struggle for autonomy. This exhibition is hosted in conjunction with “13 Bak’tun: New Maya Perspectives in 2012,” the two-day symposium taking place October 25 and 26 at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.

EXHIBITION RECEPTION
OCTOBER 25, 2012 AT 5:00 PM
followed by keynote lecture with Victor Montejo

maya2012.unc.edu